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ir&,fIerent between borrowing in dollars abroad or ai iiome. If the supply of
ated bonds issued abroad is net perfectly elastic in the short
an unqxct&
increase in the demand for these securities
creates profitable financing opportunities.
*
rage, firms that issued
ir shareholders’ wealth

articular clientel
large.
ress and textbooks argue that foreign financing
U.S.,2 they say little about what
is at times cheaper than issuing debt in
ante anaIyses stzrt from the prebargains ephemeral. We argue9 howaway on the Eurobond market
t is not perfectly elastic in the
short run, leading invested to accept a lower yield ‘than wouId prevail
perfectly elastic supply curve. Although U.S. firms can exploit differences in
yields across markets, there are limits to acting q,CckIy, If, as we argue, a firm
must have a reputation for presenting little risk cf default to take advantage of
these yield diiTerences, then it can act only insofar as selling more debt does
not damage that reputation.
s places a naturti limit on each Crm’s ability
to benefit from Eurobond
ancing opportunities. Firms without such a
reputation can only acquire
time. Further, bargains are often small
enough that only firms with the requisite reputatiorral capital that hav
Y
t
can
profit.
Pl
work on the Eurobond market focuses on co arisom of
yield indices or of yields for s
c new issues? Although such comparisons
are informative, they zxe not a direct test of the clientele hypothesis. Because
of differences in risk, tax tram+---*
tamith~, iss-uanee proce&tres, floatation costs,
in the event of default between Eurobonds and
domestic bonds), yields on these two types of bonds
rofitable financing opportunities. LII this case,
ly that fL=rz~~;;un&rcasi; share-

‘For instance, Wrealeyand Myers(1984, p. 748) write that ‘sometimesit is cbeapcf TVborrow in
one (bond market) than in *he other’. E~cbonds can be detlonninatedic a wide variety of
currencies.In this paper, we restrict our attention to dollar-denominated Eurobonds.
be promised yields to maturity. For compar(1980), Finnerty and NUM
rtha and Vahet (1987), and
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In this section, we first show why foreign investors may prefer to hold
Eurobonds even when these bonds have lower yields thapr domestic bonds with
similar risks. We ihen explak the differences between the two types of bonds
from the perspmtive of issuing kms. Since, as a result of these differences,
supply of new Eurobonds is not perfectly elastic, inframarginal firms that
borrow offshore earn economic rents and thus increase their share
rents are discussed mire fully at the cad of this section.
ccause of political and p
diversifying their portfolios
dollar-denotinated
bonds.
“See Smith (1986) for a review of the literature on stock-price reactions h the mm*m~~ebt
new issues.
‘The term ‘offshore’ is genertiy used to indicate
are not subject to the laws and reguhiims of 2 px
a review of these issues.

of
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sold to foreign investors are generally bearer bonds. Unlike domestic bonds,
which are usuaIly registered, bearer bonds enable the
nts on Eurobon

3. corporations are

are indi@erent between borrowing

corporations can borrow more cheaply in the Eurobond market than at home
following an unexpected increase in the demand for dollar-denominated bonds
abroad.
or US. corporations, contracting and issuing costs are higher for
urobonds than for domestic bonds. Consequently, when yields on the two
identical, these corporations prefer to issue bonds domestically.
contra&z2 and issuing costs of Eurobonds can be explained as
follows.
~Qn~~uc~~ng
casks. Shx

Eurobonds are issued offshore by subsidiaries of KS.
corporations, the enforceability of bond indentures is unclear.’ Which law
applies and which court
be used have to be settled first. Once ‘these
questions are answered, b
olders have cianns against a subsidiary. Fven if
by the parent, legal remedies must be purs?iA tist
ntly, restrictive bond covenants have less
than to domestic bonds. This explains why
restrictive covenants. ne expects, therefore,
er-shareholder confli is controlled through
%rther, domeetic bonds issued since July 1984 would become subject to a withholding tax if
such a tax is reintroduced for bonds. Eurobond investors are almost always protected by an
unusual bond covenant sta*ringthat the promised coupon is net of withholding taxes. See Magraw
(1983) and Mende!sou (1_983),
7
e subsidiaries are t
y finance su%zlkui located in tax havezas. See Magraw (1983)
for
‘ew of the legal is
rro~ading Eurobon and for fqrther references.

ends therefore d

rictive cmvenarnts

to the borrower’s reputatim.

reputation of the
by the yield
maturity of domestic bonds
difference between the yiel
to-maturity of
robonds for bonds of comparable
and Smith and Warner (‘1938) .&I analyses of
bondholder-sharehclder
conflict. Diamond (1986)
the role of bomi covenants in con
provides a model irn which a borrower builds a repu
reputation is established, the ‘borrower has imxntives I=ot
by doing so repul;atioaal rents would be lost. Evidence OD
Eurobonds is that from the origin of the Furobond m
on straight Euro*bonds [see Kerr (1,984)].
during our sample period. The other two firms iss
when the market was less well established.
‘For a conqmison of undemriting spreads acre
spread for Eurobond new issues is often rebated
accrue to the underwriters.
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Table 1
Comparison of the a
i

s and maturity by year for Eurobond and domestic bond
beads are straight hcl~rate bonds.

. All

tsarein

on U.S. dollars.”
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7
85
13
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1
2
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average of the
rulweds awIespcnds to
to matity. As
maturity
isthe average
the average time to maturity is some

wsidmals. The parameters of the market
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ence we are

holds if we run the
of the debt by the value
dummy variable has a
cient with a ?-statistic in excess of two. This means
in abnormal stock returns seems to be
The same

result

value of the issuing firm’sequity, or (iii) the

and issuing costs between
markets make the su
rwting

rents when the

follows from our

1.

are such that a
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of domestic bonds are from the medium-term AAA bond index
ield Spreads from Momon Brothers. The data for the yield to
m Morgan Guaranty Trust. ‘The yield spread is defined as the
dome& yield minus the Eurobond yield.
ty

s, so one wuodd ex
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Tab:, 3
nual statistics for the present value or the estimated gain as a percentage of the market value of
their common stock that firms earn by issuing Eurobonds rather than domestic bonds.”
can

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
19
1985
hole sample

- 0.232
- 0.13
0.11
0.191
0.
0 428
0.114
0.051
0.030
- 0.037
&OS8

edian

- 0.102
- 0.115
0.107
0.033
0.014
0.319
0.101

understate the

teresbcostsof a
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Table
Cross-sectional tests of the clienteie hypothesis.
‘Ike dependent v&able
ment of new Eurobond

Const.

Gtinp

(1)

0.341
(2.236)

1.410
(2.362)

(2)

0.156
(0.569)

abaonml return for days - 1 and 0 asuciated wi
The sample uses 178 observations frm 1976 to
uen in parentheses) 3
at.c
~.Ql9

0.031

(3)
3

mu& a Arm should have

mmfity of the !Lxxd.
ahe of the issuer’s long-term debt TVthe market vah

of its

‘Aaurt corresponds to the net proceeds of the issue for the issuing firm in miU.ionof dollars.
‘For each rqression, the pvahe is associated with the F-otatistic when the null hypothesis is
that all regresion
coefitients
are zero.

quently. 1x1twelve cases, the

11Street J~~~~i s

return for these issues b Ui43* with a Z-statistic 0
abnO_rmalreturn for the first time 23

the second regression in table 4.

Eurobond market.
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efbient for ratio is
not have a significant constant.

ause of mismeasurement
they sewe as proxies for a certification effect
related to issue size and maturity.

ere is a sign&ant

positive stock-price reaction to the

some firms can borrow at lower costs in the

robonds and hence bid up their price. These
g well suited to escape the attention of

zt and show that
g the cross-sectional variation in the

nai money and bond markets: A
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